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Abstract:With the object to improve the design efficiency and quality of general parts through the research
and analysis of parametric modeling hierarchy, the parametric modeling technology is summarized. This method
can be used to build reusable templates part based on CATIA, the research results of this paper can provide
effective ideas and methods for the automation of part design with standardization and generalization.
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1. Introduction
CATIA is a CAD/CAE/CAM integrated software, which is widely used in aerospace, automobile
manufacturing, shipbuilding, machinery manufacturing, electronics/electrical appliances, consumer goods and
other industries. 3D modeling and modeling can be directly used in CATIA V5 software.
Parametric modeling is the problem which has been explored by CAD designers, the key is how to use the
physical characteristics of parameters to automatically control and generate real 3D model, and feature
parameters can be automatically changed to reflect the three-dimensional model. However, different parts of the
parametric design method are not exactly the same, some parts can be directly completed based on the known
structural parameters. But most of the parts are containing one or more unknown parameters, At the same time,
it is necessary to achieve the parametric design model based on the traditional method modeling and further
according to the design requirements. Based on the above analysis, the parametric modeling of parts can be
divided into three levels as shown in Figure 1 below[1].
Part models driven by structure and size
parameters

Part model driven by design parameters

Part model driven by multi objective design
parameters
Figure1Classification of parametric modeling parts
According to the different standard parts and common parts, the parameterized template of the part is
established by using the parametric modeling technology of corresponding level in the above figure.
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2. CATIA parametric modeling method
The key to parametric modeling is to use parameters, formulas, tables, features and other driving graphics to
achieve the purpose of changing graphics, in CATIA V5,it can be achieved through the following methods[2].
(1)The model is driven by system parameters and size constraints
CATIA V5 has a perfect function of automatic extraction system parameters. When the sketch is designed,
the size constraint input by designer is saved as the characteristic parameter, and it is modified visually in the
subsequent design so as to achieve the purposes to create parameters modeling directly. The key to driving the
graphics with the system parameters is how to convert the parameters extracted from the object into CATIA to
control the characteristic parameters of the 3D model. Size-driven is the basis of parameter-driven, dimension
restriction is the premise to achieve size-driven.The characteristics of CATIAV5 dimension constraint is to
combine the shape and size, and to realize the control of the geometry by the dimension constraint. The
complete size parameter must be considered in the design as the starting point (full constraint), the
size(under-constraint) can’t be leak, the size cannot be marked(over constraint). After the graph is completely
constrained, its size and position relationship can change in coordination, and the system will directly convert
the size constraints into system parameters. So as to realize the ideal parameterized driven model.
(2)User parameters and formula-driven models
Designers can use the user-defined parameters and formatting tools, can easily customize the various
parameters and the relationship between the parameters. Parameters such as geometric parameters (such as
length, angle, etc.), physical parameters (such as material, mass, density, temperature, etc.), dimensionless
parameters (such as integers), Boolean parameters and string parameters and so on. By using the formula, we
can realize the linkage between various parameters, and add a variety of relationships between parameters. After
the user parameter definition, the user parameters and system parameters must use the formula to establish
appropriate relationships to achieve the model of the driver, through the drive system parameters to drive the
model indirectly, therefore the user parameters and formulas are inseparable.
(3)The model is driven by tabular data
For a series of products (such as most standard parts and common parts), these models often have the same
topology, but some of the sizes are different, these key sizes can be obtained through the table search. CATIA
V5 provides the function to associate parameters with tabular data. The data related to the model in the form of
tables are stored in the corresponding file, and then use the “design table” tool to model the parameters (which
can be system parameters can also be user parameters) and associated with the data in the table, the model can
be driven by selecting different data to achieve in the design table tool. There are two charts can be selected, one
is the text format of the chart file, another is the excel format of the chart file. The two charts through the
CATIA V5 tool “design table” to access the records of each table, so as to modify the size and change the shape
of the objective.

3. The establishment of parametric part template
The model is established by using the size constraints and geometric topology constraints in the sketch editor
to establish sizes and their relationships. When the part structure parameter size table and the 2D part structure
diagram are known, this paper uses the method of table data to drive the graph and to create the parametric
model. According to figure 1, three kinds of parametric models was established with three typical part such
as“gasket and hexagon bolts”, which are modeled by selecting the method of “user parameter and
formula-driven graph” and the mechanism of ideological 3D parametric modeling system is analyzed under
different conditions.
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3.1 Parametric modeling of part template driven by structure and dimension parameters
According to the structure data of gasketdefined in GBT 1230-2006, the 3D parametric modeling is carried
out. CATIA model document type is divided into part and product, representing parts and components, the parts
are selected here to create. Open CATIA V5 and enter the part design block. There are the basic parameters of
the gasket: outside diameter (d2), gasket thickness (h), gasket diameter (d1), gasket inner diameter (d3) and so
on, the above parameters are created in the formula as shown in Figure 2 below.

Figure2 CATIA gasket parameters in the set display.
Draw the sketch of the gasket in the part design module, then we constrain and parameterize the sketch by
the formula, and then get the model of the gasket by drawing command, groove command and chamfer
command, as shown in Figure.3 and Figure.4. By modeling the gasket, recognized how parts of the component
are modeled when all the structural parameters of the part are known.

Figure 3 User parameters in the model tree

Figure 4 Parameter relation in model tree

3.2Parametric modeling of part template driven by design parameters
In the parametric modeling of the part, if one design parameter is unknown, it can be calculated by another
structural parameter with formula relationship. In fact, parts of the design objectives and the use of requirements
are mainly embodied in the “load, deformation” and other aspects. The bolts of heavy machine parts in
GB/T27-2013Fa2, only consider the bolt’s squeezing force, the function parameters of the hexagonal head bolts
are subject to working shear force F, extrusion strength σp. The relationship between the above three functional
parameters and the other structural parameters of the bolt Shows in table 1.
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Table 1 Bolt parameters of squeeze pressure
Bolt type

Function parameter
Maximum

compressive

stress of bolt σpmax

Relation and calculation

Structure parameter
Bolt diameter

formula

d

Six angle bolt head to edge
width S
Six

angle

σp =

F
d 0 Lmin

≤[σp]

Lmin≥1.25d0
bolt

head

thickness
Pitch P
Bolt with

Fillet r,Length of bolt l

working shear

Bolt rod and hole wall
extrusion surface
Height l3
The length of the bolted
bar l2
Bolt

reinforcement

bar

diameter dp
Note: [σp]: bolt material allowable compressive stress, MPa

After the known bolt material, the allowable extrusion stress [σp] can be checked in the mechanical manual
and entered into the formulas in the table, take the extrusion stress σp is equal to the maximum [σp], according to
Table 1 in the two formulas, the bolt diameter of the shear surface d0 which equal to the bolt diameter d can be
calculated when the extrusion is maximum, it also can calculatethe Lminwhich equal to the bolt and the hole wall
extrusion surface height l3.After calculated the d and l3, other structural parameters can be obtained by the
parameters of the query bolt shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 Bolt parameter list
In CATIA, the structural parameters of boltscan be established in Figure 6, the bolt will be constrained and
parametric the draft through the formula in the draft of bolt with the part design module, and then the bolt can be
built parametric modelingusing the command of stretch, groove, thread, chamfering and so on,it is shown in
Figure 7.
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Figure6 Setting of bolt parameters

Figure7 Parametric modeling of bolts

3.3 Parametric modeling of hexagon bolts
Hexagon bolt is a frequently used components, when we begin modeling,we should first consider the bolt in
the actual design goals and requirements of the main expression of “extrusion, shear” and other aspects.The
corresponding hexagonal bolts can be defined as the function parameters: The working shear force on the bolt F,
extrusion strength σp and shear strength τ. Table 1 shows the relationship between the above three functional
parameters and the other structural parameters of the bolt.
Table 2 Bolt parameters for extrusion and working shear
Bolt type

Function parameter
Working shear force of bolt
F
Maximum

Bolt with
working shear

Relation and calculation

Structure parameter

formula

Bolt diameter d
Six angle bolt head to edge

compressive

σp =

width S

stress of bolt σpmax

Six

angle

Maximum shear strength of

thickness

bolt τmax

Pitch P

bolt

head

τ=

F
d 0 Lmin
F

π
4

≤[σp]①

≤[τ]②

d2
0

Lmin≥1.25d0③

Fillet r, Length of bolt l
Bolt rod and hole wall
extrusion surface
Height l3
The length of the bolted
bar l2
Bolt

reinforcement

bar

diameter dp
Note:[τ]:Allowable shear stress of bolt material, MPa; [σp]:bolt material allowable compressive stress, MPa

According to the relationship between the hexagonal bolt function and the structural parameters shown in
Table 1, after the bolt material is defined, the allowable extrusion stress [σp] and the allowable shear stress [τ] of
the bolt material are searched from the mechanical manual. Bringing the two parameters to the table, the
maximum value of the compressive stress σp is equal to [σp], and the maximum shear stress τ is equal to [τ]. The
parametric drive-based design of the bolt part can be modeled in the following four steps:
1) In actual engineering, if the working load F of the bolt is known, then the diameter d01 of the bolt under
the pressing force is calculated by using the formulas 1 and 3 in Table 2.
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2) The bolt under the shear force can be calculated the diameter d02 and the size Lmin which is equal to the
bolt and the hole wall extrusion height l3 with the second formula in the table 2.
3)Through the above steps, the diameter of the two shear surface of the bolt can be calculated. so the
diameter of the bolt d= max{d01, d02}, other structural parameters can be get by querying the bolt parameters
shown in Figure 5.
Open CATIA, building the structure parameters in the formula command of toolbar has been described above
in detail, without concrete description in Figure 6. In the part design module, drawing the sketch of the bolt,
constraining and parameterizing the bolt by the formula. The hexagonal bolt model is created by the operation
such as “drawing, rotating, and thread”, as shown in Figure 8 below.

Figure8 Modeling of hexagon bolts
Through the above three examples, showing that the three parts of the modeling steps can be carried out in
accordance with the process figure 9.

Figure9 Part parametric modeling process
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4.Summary and Prospect
This paper describes the method of establishing 3D parametric model, using the modeling of “user
parameters and formulas of driving pattern” based on CATIA V5 software. By creating a sketch based feature
and transformation feature to establish three levels of different types of parts of the model, and the basic parts of
the modeling process is summarized. Parametric modeling is a core work in the establishment of standard parts
library. It can greatly reduce people’s workload and improve work efficiency for serial products design such as
standard parts, it has very great practical value. In addition, if the CATIA parametric modeling technology and
its secondary development technology are combined, it would be achieved more and more complex functions,
there will be a great application value. Future parts model to study may be the intelligent part model with
multi-design objectsand multi-constraints, it needsus to study and exploration more.
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